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Best Ideas – Dysfunctional Administration or a Nascent Reset
March 2017
Never in the history of the U.S. or any other major Western nation has the chief executive
been at war with the media. The usual course is for the administration to take its lumps
privately and attempt to build a better prospective working relationship. The current
administration is taking a completely different tack: attacking the major media, calling it “fake
news”, excluding the major media from briefings, and bowing out of the annual press dinner.
Adding to the discord are reports of contacts between the Administration and Russian
officials. The controversy is noted on a daily basis in the major media, and as a result, to the
casual observer, the administration appears to be dysfunctional. Mr. Trump appears to be
continuing his attack on the major media initiated during his presidential campaign.
Regarding the alternative view, Mr. Trump campaigned (successfully it should be noted) as
an outsider trying to reset conditions in the country. Mr. Trump is suggesting massive
changes in nearly every area of the federal government and is incurring the wrath of those
affected. The hope is that the structural changes the new administration is pursuing will
enhance growth. Judging from the stock market over the past couple of months, investors
are comforted by the early actions.
While the “noise” created by the conflict between the Administration and the major media is a
distraction, from an investor perspective, it might help to focus on the likely outcomes. The
themes which are driving the administration’s actions are growth and assisting in wage
growth for the middle class. A major manifestation of those themes is likely to be a reduction
in the tax and regulatory burdens and a normalization of central bank/ FED policies. If
successful, growth above 2+% per annum might be realized; both the equity and credit
markets would welcome such growth. In general, the U.S. should fare better than other major
economies. Below is a summary
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From a credit quality perspective, we expect the environment to be fairly propitious for most
US credits:
Figure II: Reduced Regulatory Burden and Normalized Interest Rates Help
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Turning to where the overall economy is heading and what might be surprises, below are a
few givens:
Stronger Earnings – President-elect Trump is focused on growth and is likely to establish
policies to foster growth.
Energy Prices – petroleum prices have whipsawed in their movement over the past 24
months. The most likely outcome is a trading range between $45 and $65.
Dollar Strength – is likely to be strong because of the growth of the US economy, rate
increase, and the safe-haven aspect of the US. While Japan is not growing, its currency
has been aided by the flight to safety.
Industry Consolidation – as the market is awash with funds, the big players are seeking to
take advantage by consolidating their businesses, and in turn, bargaining power. Mergers
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such as that between AT&T and Time Warner will see an erosion of consumer value in the
long run.
Regarding interest rates, Europe and Japan are stuck with low growth and high debt levels
and therefore have significant difficulty in raising interest rates. Meanwhile, the U.S. is
raising interest rates. Hence, rates in the U.S. are likely to be higher because of the FED’s
action and increased demand, and on the other hand, most major non-U.S. economies are
trying to maintain low interest rates. The periphery EU countries are under increasing
pressure.
Figure III: Rising U.S. rates, Japan low and Europe emerging periphery credit concerns
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Below are our expectations for major currencies: the dollar is likely to be slightly stronger
relative to other currencies because of the slight rise in interest rates and the possibility of
additional increases.
Figure IV: Rising U.S. dollar
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Regarding the major domestic winners and losers:
Deteriorating:
Retail Disaster – Amazon will destroy margins for any industry involved in selling goods,
and over time, services. Nearly all the major retailers will be trading sideways at best for the
next couple of years.
US Manufacturing Exporters – the stronger dollar and yen will hurt major exporters. The
winners in general are the EU firms. The losers are the major exporters such as CAT and
CUM. Boeing is protected by the low level of competition.
Media – Netflix, other internet distributors, and non-traditional media outlets continue to disintermediate traditional media providers and cable firms. Note, print media continues to
suffer.
Improving:
Banking – a higher and more normal yield curve should aid net interest margins. Reduced
regulations should improve cost structures.
Defensive Industries – alcohol, tobacco, and defense are traditional defensive credits and
continue to be so.
Healthcare – Hospitals will be hurt, but nearly every other area should see improvement.
Infrastructure – watch for massive improvements for firms connected to building.
Metals and Mining – some have been given a reprieve as a result of increased demand,
rising prices, and expectations of a more amenable regulatory environment.
“Sin” Industries – alcohol and tobacco will benefit from the laissez faire approach.
Technology – while at a slower pace than normal, tech industry spending remains robust.
However, Apple will have difficulty maintaining prior growth levels and recently announced
weak earnings.
Neutral
Airlines – the economic recovery and moderate fuel prices have helped. However, in the
U.S., the rate of improvement is likely to slow as margins and load factors fall from record
levels. President Trump’s immigration ban will likely affect major airlines in the short term.
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Autos and Auto Suppliers – with the exception of Volkswagen and FIAT, most of the auto
industry is prospering. The European producers are probably in the best shape because of
the recent rise in the dollar and yen. However, watch for inventory levels.
An item which has been ignored by most market participants over the past couple of years
has been the rise in sovereign indebtedness. Our view is that this will garner increasing
attention as the European Union becomes less united and Japan becomes more geriatric.
See the below chart:
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Figure IV
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Source: McKinsey & Co, February 2015.
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